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	In the past couple of years, cloud computing has emerged as a disruptive force in the information

	technology (IT) industry. Its impact is of the same magnitude as the Internet and offshoring. Gartner

	Research has identified cloud computing as one of the “top 10 disruptive technologies 2008–2012.”

	According to Gartner, a disruptive technology is one that causes major change in the accepted way of

	doing things. For developers, architects, and operations, cloud computing has caused a major shift in

	the way of architecting, developing, deploying, and maintaining software services.




	Cloud computing democratizes IT, similar to how the Internet democratized the consumer

	industry. The Internet opened up a vast ocean of accessible resources to consumers, ranging from free

	advertising-based searching to online banking. Cloud computing is bringing similar trends to businesses

	small and big. Businesses can now reap the benefits of agility by simply deploying their software in

	someone else’s datacenter for a consumption fee. Hardware costs are out of the equation because of

	cloud service providers. These may sound like the hosting companies you already host your web sites

	on, but the big difference is that this is now a utility model built on highly scalable datacenter platforms.

	The cloud-computing wave is powerful enough for a company like Microsoft to start disrupting its own

	business model to invest in the opportunity.
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C # in a Nutshell, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2003
This book is a desktop reference for Microsoft's C# programming  language, designed to sit comfortably next to you while you program and to  accompany you faithfully in your travels. The first version of C# shipped in  January 2002 as part of Visual Studio .NET and the .NET Framework, after an  extensive public beta release.
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Handbook of Spatial Point-Pattern Analysis in Ecology (Chapman & Hall/CRC Applied Environmental Statistics)CRC Press, 2013

	Understand How to Analyze and Interpret Information in Ecological Point Patterns


	Although numerous statistical methods for analyzing spatial point patterns have been available for several decades, they haven’t been extensively applied in an ecological context. Addressing this gap, Handbook of Spatial...
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Great Jobs for Engineering Majors (Great Jobs Series)McGraw-Hill, 2008
Engineer a bright future for yourself!
  You've worked hard for that engineering degree. Now what? Sometimes the choice of careers can seem endless; the most difficult part of a job search is narrowing down your options.

Great Jobs for Engineering Majors will help you choose the right career out of the myriad...
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BeagleBone Cookbook: Software and Hardware Problems and SolutionsO'Reilly, 2015

	
		BeagleBone is an inexpensive web server, Linux desktop, and electronics hub that includes all the tools you need to create your own projects—whether it’s robotics, gaming, drones, or software-defined radio. If you’re new to BeagleBone Black, or want to explore more of its capabilities, this cookbook provides scores...
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JSTL: Practical Guide for JSP Programmers (The Practical Guides)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
An invaluable reference for any JSP developer's library. Sue makes the complicated seem simple with her conversational writing style and well thought out examples and analogies.

-Matt Houser, J2EE Developer with The Washington Post and former Sun Microsystems Java Instructor.

Web developers and page...
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Computer Organization and Design, Fourth Edition: The Hardware/Software InterfaceMorgan Kaufmann, 2011

	This Fourth Revised Edition of Computer Organization and Design includes a complete set of updated and new exercises, along with improvements and changes suggested by instructors and students. Focusing on the revolutionary change taking place in industry today--the switch from uniprocessor to multicore microprocessors--this classic...
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